INTRODUCTION
============

Synthetic biology aims to apply engineering principles to (re)design natural biological systems or engineer *de novo* ones from reliable and pre-developed 'parts'. Within this paradigm, synthetic (re)engineering of metabolism is potentially the most successful and promising research area. In particular, the synthetic implementation and redesign of natural pathways in microbes has allowed novel production of, or increased yields in, several medically and industrially relevant compounds including artemisinin (the precursor of a malaria drug), alkanes and taxol (a cancer drug) ([@gkt234-B1; @gkt234-B2; @gkt234-B3]). Characteristically, these studies first identify natural pathways in specific species and then alter their dynamics (e.g. over expression of bottleneck enzymes) or redesign them (e.g. implementation of some or all enzymes in a different organism). This reliance on *a priori* knowledge of pathways, however, is not in line with a traditional engineering pipeline, where one would start from parts (enzymes in this case) to draw up a completely *de novo* pathway. While the complexity of biological systems might never permit this kind of engineering, it is desirable to attempt developing appropriate 'system design' tools to achieve the true potential of synthetic biology ([@gkt234-B4]).

Through developments in sequencing technologies and systems biology, the knowledge of biochemical reactions that are present in different organisms is increasing at a fast pace. Currently, databases such as KEGG ([@gkt234-B5]) compile metabolic reactions identified in the literature from a large number of organisms. The use of this data, however, is mostly confined to analyses that aim to catalogue metabolic pathways in different organisms, or developing genome-level metabolic models ([@gkt234-B6]). In the former category, for example, tools such as PathComp \[available under the KEGG database ([@gkt234-B5])\] and Rahnuma ([@gkt234-B7]) concentrate on searching for existing metabolic paths in the context of specific species. This species-centred view is not in line with the aims of synthetic biology, where emerging molecular techniques increasingly allow 'implementation' of desired enzymes in any cellular context and creating 'patched' pathways \[e.g. the re-implementation of the artemisinin pathway in yeast ([@gkt234-B2])\]. Within this context, any approach for the design of *de novo* synthetic pathways should consider the entire known universe of biochemical reactions.

At present, the CHEBI and RHEA databases offer one of the most comprehensive collection of known metabolic reactions and reaction directionality ([@gkt234-B8],[@gkt234-B9]). At the time of writing, these databases list ∼20 000 compounds and 30 000 reactions. This data can be represented as a hyper-graph, where nodes and edges correspond to compounds and biochemical reactions, respectively. We can refer to this hyper-graph arising from the known universe of biochemical reactions as the 'Universal Reaction Network' (URN). Within the URN, possible biochemical paths that can result in the conversion of one compound into another can be found by using standard search algorithms developed in computer science and graph theory. These algorithms, in their generalized form, however, are not the most efficient for searching specialized large highly connected networks such as the URN, as they do not in all cases account for associated context-specific knowledge such as thermodynamics information on reactions. Tools like From Metabolite to Metabolite (FMM) ([@gkt234-B10]) and Metabolic Route Search and Design (MRSD) ([@gkt234-B11]) that approach the 'pathway design' through searching known reactions might consider the whole URN, but do not exploit the full context of available information such as reaction thermodynamics.

An alternative approach (or possible extension) to mining the URN and these reaction databases with search algorithms is to encapsulate and generalize the stored information by distilling a set of rules, which describe core biochemical reactions and conversions. Using these rules, it is then possible to reconstruct the database and even predict new reactions (based on the rules) and construct novel pathways. This approach has been developed successfully in the Biochemical Network Integrated Computational Explorer (BNICE) framework ([@gkt234-B12; @gkt234-B13; @gkt234-B14]) and extensions of BNICE ([@gkt234-B15]) as well as related tools such as RDM ([@gkt234-B16]), META ([@gkt234-B17]) and Pathway Prediction System (PPS) ([@gkt234-B18]). The resulting paths can feature known reactions or completely novel ones (based on the reaction rules used). The use of reaction rules gives this approach the potential for the discovery of paths composed of novel reactions; however, at the same time, it creates a limitation for its broad application. Even for BNICE, which is the most developed tool applying this approach, the method requires some manual curation, which naturally limits the number of compounds and reactions available for searching to just select subsets. For example, in a recent study ([@gkt234-B19]), the 86 reaction rules generated by BNICE cover only ∼50% of the reactions contained within the KEGG database. Thus, BNICE could be applied only in the discovery of pathways between a select set of compounds. The limited search space resulted in the application of this approach only to study-specific metabolic conversions \[see ([@gkt234-B12; @gkt234-B13; @gkt234-B14])\].

Here we present an online tool called Metabolic Tinker, which develops the approach of searching the known set of reactions for guiding the design of synthetic metabolic pathways. It differs from previous tools using this approach (e.g. Rahnuma, FMM and MRSD) by extending the search space to the URN and implementing a specialized heuristic search algorithm that uses the embedded thermodynamics and compound similarity information to search the URN for thermodynamically feasible metabolic paths among two user-defined 'source' and 'target' compounds. To build the URN, Tinker periodically compiles an internal database of metabolic compounds and reactions using the CHEBI ([@gkt234-B9]) and Rhea ([@gkt234-B8]) databases. These recently developed databases have a wider coverage compared with the commonly used KEGG database ([@gkt234-B5]), and are maintained as free and fully curated resources, which are under continual development. We show that Tinker is capable of finding both naturally existing paths among given compounds and many more alternative and thermodynamically feasible paths. In many cases, these paths contain ones that are not discovered by the currently available tools that are based on the same approach of searching the known reactions (see [Table 2](#gkt234-T2){ref-type="table"}). We also show that Tinker's performance is comparable and complementary to that of tools using the reaction rule--based approach (e.g. BNICE).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Creating the URN
----------------

The URN that Tinker searches is produced from a periodically updated internal database of metabolic compounds and reactions available from the CHEBI ([@gkt234-B9]) and Rhea ([@gkt234-B8]) databases. At the time of writing, this internal database contains ∼20 000 reactions and 29 000 compounds, which have been manually qualified against references to the literature. The Rhea database provides a large set of curated metabolic reactions, which in many cases are annotated with the known direction of the reaction. Using this information a partially directed network (i.e. the URN) is produced, where reactions with missing direction information is completed using a prediction of the reaction thermodynamics, described in the next section below. The URN is shown in [Figure 1](#gkt234-F1){ref-type="fig"}. Similar to networks created from metabolic data of single species ([@gkt234-B20]), the URN has a connectivity distribution that could be described by a power law with an average degree of 3.2 and peak degree of 4.9. Thus, the URN contains certain hubs, i.e. highly connected compounds such as cofactors ADP and NADH+. For the purposes of Tinker, the inclusion of these compounds in the pathway search is not feasible, as their usage as intermediary compounds in possible synthetic paths is not realistic and their presence exponentially increases the search time. With these considerations, we exclude the most highly connected compounds (those with a degree \>650) from the search process, and also excluded a number of well-known cofactors (such as dATP) from being included as primary compounds in the pathways. It should be noted that these compounds can still be given as source and target compounds. The full list of excluded compounds is given in [Table 1](#gkt234-T1){ref-type="table"} and provided on the Tinker website and can be altered in the source code of the program. Figure 1.A graph representation of the URN to illustrate the scale and density of this directional graph. Nodes represent compounds, and edges represent reactions between these compounds. The more connected compounds are clustered in the centre of the graph and the lesser connected nodes at the extremities. The connectivity distribution of the nodes is shown in a histogram in the inset, which can be fitted to a power law distribution with an exponent of 3.4. Table 1.A table of restricted compounds, which are prevented from being used as primary compounds in the Tinker search tool at the time of writingCompoundCHEBI IdNumber of reactionsH(+)1537811 269H~2~O153777472O~2~153792800NADPH577832520NADP(+)583492520NAD(+)575402144NADH579452128ATP306161830Phosphate434741618HP~2~O~7~^(3−)^330191562ADP4562161461CO~2~165261350CoA572871136NH4(+)28938961S-adenosyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-methionine59789679GTP37565140GDP58189188UDP58223568dATP614048AMP456215457[^1]

Thermodynamic information on reactions
--------------------------------------

Where possible, the free energy change of reactions is calculated from the free energy of formation () of the participating compounds. The latter is predicted using the group contribution method ([@gkt234-B21]), which uses the known measured energy for a set of common small chemical structures, from hydrogen to functional groups, as a basis for predicting free energies of complex compounds ([@gkt234-B22]). Effectively, the method predicts a chemical compound's free energies by adding together the known energy values for the constituent parts, which make up the more complex compound structure. The group contribution method does not allow calculating free energies for all the compounds. For cases where the free energy cannot be calculated for a compound in a reaction, the reaction is taken as a bidirectional link.

The energy change in reactions was then calculated by computing the sum of the free energies of compounds on either side of the reaction and determining the difference. If the absolute value of this difference is \>10 and the reaction is not annotated in Rhea with a direction, then the reaction is assigned a direction going from the higher to the lower . In the original article developing the group contribution method ([@gkt234-B21]), the largest difference between the predicted and measured compounds was ∼±7.5 kcal/mol. The additional calculations for reaction took into account an analysis of environmental conditions, such as substrate concentrations, which were shown to affect the accuracy of the predictions ([@gkt234-B21]). Therefore, a threshold of ±10 kcal/mol was introduced to account for this variance in reliability, while still providing a good means for predicting reaction directionality. The thermodynamics of all compounds (including cofactors) in each reaction is included in the Tinker search algorithms and analyses.

It should be noted that the group contribution method cannot predict free energy of formation of certain compounds ([@gkt234-B21]), limiting the calculation of thermodynamics for the reactions contained in URN. For cases where the cannot be calculated for a compound in a reaction, the reaction is taken as a bidirectional link (unless directional information is given in the Rhea database). Reactions that contain compounds lacking thermodynamics information that are assigned bidirectionality in this way constitute 18% of all reactions in the URN. The thermodynamics information is used to provide a prediction of the direction of reactions that have not been annotated in Rhea and ensures only feasible reactions occur in the pathways produced by the search. In addition to completing the directionality of edges in URN, the predicted thermodynamics are an essential part of the heuristic search (see below) and provide a means of ranking the results.

Compound similarity
-------------------

In addition to calculating thermodynamics, Tinker uses a compound similarity measure to calculate the similarity of substrates to the target compound in all reactions in a pathway. The similarity among each of the compounds in URN is calculated using a graph comparison technique similar to that presented in ([@gkt234-B23]). As with the group contribution method ([@gkt234-B21]), the compound similarity algorithm uses functional groups of atoms and bonds that make up the two compounds as a basis for calculating the number of differences in the structure of these functional groups. The algorithm calculates the ratio of functional groups that match information across the two compounds compared with those atoms and bonds that are not common in both structures.

This similarity score is implemented as part of the heuristic, to guide the search process (as detailed in the next section). Further, a similarity threshold can be set to prevent the inclusion of reactions that use substrates that are too similar to the target compound on the premise that if substrates are available in the system that are structurally similar to the target, then the path search would likely start from those compounds (see also below). This provides a filtering mechanism that 'sanitizes' results and ensures only useful results are returned by the search. As discussed below, the similarity threshold is a user-defined setting and can be turned off (set to 1).

Heuristic search algorithm
--------------------------

Tinker implements a novel heuristic search algorithm designed specifically for searching the URN and which is capable of finding a large number of possible paths between two given compounds. Although a wide range of graph search heuristics and algorithms exist, these do not take advantage of contextual information, such as thermodynamics, to improve the search efficiency. As already stated, the URN is a highly connected hyper-graph, which, assuming each compound is on average connected to 20 other compounds, through combinatorial expansion contains ∼28 000 000 potential pathways of length 5 between two compounds. For longer pathways, this quickly becomes an infeasible number to enumerate.

To improve the likelihood of Tinker locating a good number of thermodynamically feasible pathways within a limited time, we devised a heuristic search algorithm that uses weighted edges and a distance measure to guide the heuristic, where the heavier weighted edges and compounds close to the target are searched first. In many cases, this results in the search locating the target more quickly as less favourable, and less likely pathways are searched last. The heuristic uses reaction thermodynamics to weight the edges and moves to nodes (i.e. compounds) that are more thermodynamically favourable and structurally similar to the target compound. To break ties between two or more links that have the same thermodynamic score, a secondary weighting is used, which ranks these available connections by the number of available reactions that enable them. In other words, the tie between equally feasible reactions is broken by moving to compounds that are accessible from the current compound via more reactions. The pseudocode for the heuristic is given in [Figure 2](#gkt234-F2){ref-type="fig"} and given more visually in a schematic diagram in [Figure 3](#gkt234-F3){ref-type="fig"}. This heuristic algorithm significantly improves computation time and is more likely to return results when search time is limited, even when searching a significant fraction of all possible paths for larger pathway lengths set (see [Table 3](#gkt234-T3){ref-type="table"}). Figure 2.Psuedo code listing of the Tinker heuristic search. The algorithm describes how Tinker searches the graph from the source compound *c* by retrieving and sorting all the reactions that link out from the current compound *c*. The search algorithm then checks each of the sorted reactions in order and if it links to the target compound adds the current path to the list of valid paths. Otherwise, the algorithm checks if the reaction is valid for searching (i.e. all the substrates are acceptable and not too similar to the target) and then recursively calls itself for each of the products produced in the current reaction. Figure 3.Schematic representation of the search algorithm. This figure shows the recursive process flow of the algorithm, where the linked compounds from each compound are searched using a depth-first approach. The depth-first search is guided using a heuristic sorting algorithm, which considers the number of reactions linking the two compounds and the thermodynamic feasibility of the connecting reactions.

User-defined parameters
-----------------------

Tinker provides a set of user-settable search parameters, which allow the user to more effectively filter the results and control the extent of the search.

Pathway length
--------------

The 'pathway length' setting determines the range of graph 'exploration' that Tinker performs starting from the source compound (i.e. node). It dictates 'depth' of the search by setting a limit on the number of intermediate compounds allowed between the source and target in a path. This setting has a direct impact on the complexity and completion time of the search. [Table 3](#gkt234-T3){ref-type="table"} illustrates this explosion by showing the search results as the pathway length is increased. The default choice is a pathway length of 5 with a maximum of 20.

Similarity threshold
--------------------

Despite including thermodynamical information, the search and enumeration of paths between two given compounds can result in pathways that do not make sense from biochemical and design perspective. In particular, a graphically and thermodynamically feasible path might involve substrates that are structurally highly similar to the desired target compound. To limit the appearance of such paths, Tinker allows evaluating for each path, the similarity between substrates involved in each of the reactions in that path and the target compound. This filtering mechanism is used to reduce the number of illogical pathways being returned to the user and is achieved by checking, for each reaction in a pathway, whether any of the reactions use cofactors that are chemically similar to the desired target compound. If a reaction uses a cofactor that is more similar to the target than a given user-set threshold, then the reaction and associated pathways are excluded from the search and results. This prevents the search from traversing links between compounds that are created by reactions that require compounds as substrates that are almost identical to the target compound. The threshold varies between 0 and 1, where a setting of 1 allows even identical compounds to the target to be incorporated into the pathway (i.e. would result in Tinker returning all possible paths). The default similarity threshold is 0.5.

The reasoning behind this filtering mechanism was to allow Tinker to return paths that are more logical from a design perspective. Consider a theoretical example, where Tinker is used without such filtering to search for paths between a source *S* and a target *T*. If there was a path from *S* to a compound *X*, and a reaction such as , where *Z* is highly similar to *T*, then Tinker would return a path from *S* to *T*, through *X*, as a plausible solution. In practice, this path would not be useful because availability of *Z* would defy the logic of building such a path. The implemented filtering option (based on compound similarity) allows ruling out the possibility of Tinker returning such 'trivial' and illogical paths. Furthermore, the compound similarity is used to guide the heuristic search (as explained in the main text) and thereby reducing computation times.

Outputs
-------

Tinker returns the found paths in html, comma separated, tabulated and graph formats. The results are all ranked (ascending) for the overall pathway. Given the large number of results produced by Tinker, the ranking by thermodynamics is an important step in making the results more accessible to the user. Indeed, similar search methods such as ([@gkt234-B24]) identify the importance of ranking and filtering results in pathway-prediction tools like Tinker.

For the first three output formats, each of the listed paths start from the source compound, listing the intermediary compounds and reactions at each step and ending with the target compound. This list distinguishes between a 'path' and corresponding 'unique paths'; the former corresponds to all metabolic paths that consist of the same set of intermediary compounds and all possible reactions linking these, while the latter corresponds to paths with specific reactions linking these intermediate compounds. The paths, along with the number of unique paths they entail, constitute the main html output. An additional tabulated list can be downloaded that lists 10 unique paths for each path, selected by their ATP and NADP usage. The graph output format provides a visual representation of found paths in the GEXF format, which can be read with several open-source network visualization and analysis tools including Gephi ([@gkt234-B25]). Within this graphical output, the source and target compounds are colour-coded, all compounds are labelled with chemical names and the reactions connecting them are included with their reaction identifiers given as edge labels. A maximum of three reactions are shown for any one compound-to-compound link to make the results more readable. The edges are weighted by number of linking reactions and using edge width as a visual indicator of this weighting (see [Figure 4](#gkt234-F4){ref-type="fig"}). An image of the results is also provided on the Tinker website, which gives a quick view of the GEXF graph. Figure 4.Graph of pathways from acetoacetyl-CoA to IPP. The naturally occurring pathway is shown at the bottom of the figure in green. An entirely novel pathway is also shown (in blue), which has good thermodynamic properties (), second only to the natural pathway. This path is acetoacetyl-CoA malonyl-CoA isoliquiritigenin S-adenosyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-homocysteine geranyl diphosphate isopentenyl diphosphate.

The Tinker paths are summarized and returned in two forms: pathways and unique pathways. A unique pathway represents an individual pathway from one compound to another via some intermediate pathways using a specific unique combination of reactions. In many cases, there are multiple reactions that link two compounds in the URN and so, in such cases, there exist multiple unique pathways, which use the same intermediate compounds but different reactions. These sets of unique pathways can be grouped into a single more general pathway in which all share the same intermediate compounds. In other words, for each pathway, there may be multiple unique paths that represent different combinations of reactions but the same combination of compounds.

Availability and requirements
-----------------------------

Metabolic Tinker is publicly available at <http://osslab.ex.ac.uk/Tinker.aspx>. The tool can be used as an online service via a web submission form, or its source code in Java can be downloaded and run on a personal computer or adapted for specific applications. The program uses indexed data to reduce computational burden; however, the computer should have at least 1 GB of memory for the best performance. The server version puts limits on search time (searches terminated after 10 s) and output size (output terminates after 30 s).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
======================

Unlike other available metabolic pathway search tools, Tinker uses the entire known metabolic reaction set (the URN) to perform its searches among given compounds. Tinker implements a specific heuristic search, which is capable of finding large numbers of paths within a limited search time (see 'Materials and Methods' section). Its broader search scope and the novel search algorithm it implements allow Tinker to find the known paths among given compounds as well as many novel ones that are thermodynamically feasible (see [Figure 4](#gkt234-F4){ref-type="fig"} for an example). In all the test cases we have analysed, Tinker returned a larger number of paths compared with the existing pathway search tools ([Table 2](#gkt234-T2){ref-type="table"}). It must be noted that some of the paths found by Tinker might involve reactions that are not all present in a single species. This should only facilitate more applications of *de novo* metabolic system development, which will be increasingly possible with the development of experimental tools such as genetic switchboards in synthetic biology ([@gkt234-B29]). Table 2.Comparison of Tinker's performance against that of Rahnuma ([@gkt234-B7]), MRSD ([@gkt234-B11]) and FMM ([@gkt234-B10])Source[l]{.smallcaps}-arginine (32682, C00062)([r]{.smallcaps})-mevalonate (36464, C00418)[d]{.smallcaps}-erythrose 4-phosphate (16897, C00279)Pyruvate (15361, C00022)IPP (128769, C00129)TargetL-citrullineamorpha-4,11-diene3-amino-4-hydroxybenzoate3HPbeta-Carotene(57743, C00327)(52026, C16028)(60005, C12107)(16510, C01013)(17579, C02094)Max Length37767Reference262271928Tinker4 paths (100 unique paths)4 paths (6291 unique paths)20 paths (36 936 unique paths)24 paths (5457 unique paths)11 paths (6552 unique paths)Rahnuma34 paths3 paths0 paths0 paths0 pathsMRSD2 paths0 paths0 paths5 paths0 pathsFMM3 paths0 paths0 paths1 path0 paths[^2] Table 3.Comparison of the computing time and search performance of the heuristic search algorithm implemented in Tinker against that of a standard depth-first searchTarget--source pairPathway length searchedDepth-first searchHeuristic searchArginine--Citrulline (urea cycle)35858Arginine--Citrulline (urea cycle)5113[^a^](#gkt234-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}176[^a^](#gkt234-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Arginine--Citrulline (urea cycle)10104[^a^](#gkt234-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}189[^a^](#gkt234-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}Arginine--Citrulline (urea cycle)20124[^a^](#gkt234-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}206 [^a^](#gkt234-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}[^3][^4]

*De novo* synthetic paths
-------------------------

To illustrate how Tinker can facilitate synthetic design of pathways of interest, we discuss two simple example searches. In the first one of these, we look at the Mevalonate pathway, and particularly search for paths involving the conversion of the Acetoacetyl-CoA to 3-isopentenyl pyrophosphate (IPP) ([Figure 4](#gkt234-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Using the Tinker search tool, all possible pathways were found between this source and target pair, with a maximum of 5 intermediate compounds allowed and no similarity cut-off (i.e. similarity cut-off = 1). The results of this search are shown in [Figure 4](#gkt234-F4){ref-type="fig"}, where the naturally observed pathway is shown at the bottom of the graph. The search returns 22 pathways, involving a total of 26 compounds and representing 13 443 unique pathways.

Exploring all these possible unique paths experimentally may not be feasible; however, these paths provide clear ideas for both novel synthetic design of the Acetoacetyl-CoA to IPP conversion. In particular, we discover several alternative paths that use 'malonyl-CoA' and 'geranyl diphosphate' as intermediate compounds, rather than mevalonate. Interestingly, this pathway is the second most thermodynamically favourable pathway (after the natural pathway), which indicates that alternative and thermodynamically feasible pathways can be found that use a distinct set of compounds and reactions to transform Acetoacetyl-CoA into IPP.

A second example is shown in [Figure 5](#gkt234-F5){ref-type="fig"}. In this case, we performed a search between gallate (a polyphenolic compound) and pyruvate with a similarity cut-off 0.5 and path length 4. This returns 26 paths and 35 406 unique paths (or 31 paths and 45 450 unique paths when similarity cut-off is set to 1). We find that these 26 paths fall mostly into two classes. One of these (represented by ∼2 paths and 468 unique paths) corresponds to the known naturally occurring gallate degradation path ([@gkt234-B30]) and its slight variations in terms of reactions used. The two paths differ in their intermediate compounds in only one instance. The other class of paths (24 paths and ∼35 000 unique paths) result from the assimilation of gallate into 1-O-galloyl-beta-[d]{.smallcaps}-glucose and subsequent production of glucose. Once glucose is produced, this can lead into pyruvate through a range of paths that make up this second class of results. While these paths do not directly represent a chemical conversion from gallate to pyruvate (i.e. the carbon atoms from the former does not end up in the latter), they present an interesting alternative to the natural gallate degradation, which involves using it as an enabling compound linking into diverse paths leading to pyruvate. Thus, this example illustrates both discovering primary natural paths and thermodynamically feasible alternative solutions that are not immediately apparent. We note that the required additional substrates for the gallate assimilation and subsequent reactions are compounds such as UDP-D-glucose, riboflavin and phosphoenolpyruvate, which are all plausible to include in a reaction system. Figure 5.A graph showing the combined pathways from gallate (blue node) to pyruvate (red node). The edge weight depicts the number of reactions connecting the two compounds, where thicker lines indicate larger number of possible reactions and potentially a more feasible pathway.

These simple examples demonstrate how Tinker can aid the adaptation of existing and/or design of entirely new metabolic pathways.

Searching URN in a feasible way
-------------------------------

By extending the search scope to the entire known metabolic reaction space, Tinker is faced with much more complex search tasks compared with those set in species-specific reaction domains. This is exemplified in sample results shown in [Table 3](#gkt234-T3){ref-type="table"}; as the allowed path length increases from 5 to 20 for a 'source'--'target' coupling from the urea cycle, the increasing search scope results in a standard depth-first search finding fewer pathways in a given search time. As simply increasing computing time might not allow overcoming this issue in a feasible way, an alternative is to reduce the search complexity. One approach is to facilitate standard search approaches by biologically motivated heuristics. Tinker implements one such heuristic that is based on thermodynamics and compound similarity (see 'Materials and Methods' section and [Figure 2](#gkt234-F2){ref-type="fig"}) which, in these results, produce a greater number of pathways compared with a standard depth-first search and is more robust to increasing the search space (path length), shown in [Table 3](#gkt234-T3){ref-type="table"}. While the heuristic approach may in some cases limit the final search results to only a subset of all possible paths among the source and target, it provides a significant improvement in efficiency over off-the-shelf search methods (see [Table 3](#gkt234-T3){ref-type="table"}).

Addressing limitations of graph-based search approaches
-------------------------------------------------------

As with many other existing metabolic pathway search tools, Tinker uses a graph representation of metabolic reactions, where nodes correspond to compounds and edges correspond to reactions, which involve these compounds as either substrate or product. This approach does not include information on the availability and concentrations of appropriate substrates and enzymes, temperature and pH, and thus cannot consider the actual feasibility of reactions that make up the graph representation. Two main concerns are that the graph-based searches return paths that contain thermodynamically infeasible reactions or use substrates whose availability is not in line with the logic of the path search. Tinker addresses the former issue by using the annotated direction information from the Rhea database in combination with the inclusion of thermodynamic feasibility in the search, an approach that has only been used so far in the context of designing specific pathways ([@gkt234-B13]). Tinker uses thermodynamics information both to direct its heuristic search and to rank resulting paths from all algorithmic searches (see 'Materials and Methods' section).

The latter issue of ensuring substrate availability to be in line with the logic of the path search is addressed in Tinker with a user-settable similarity threshold parameter (see 'Materials and Methods' section). A good example to illustrate the utility of this parameter can be found in a search for two-step paths from '*N*-carbamoyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-aspartate' to 'N2-succinyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-citrulline'. This search returns a path, where the second reaction combines carbamoyl phosphate with 'N2-succinyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-ornithine' to produce 'N2-succinyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-citrulline'. While this path is feasible, its implementation is not sensible from a design perspective because 'N2-succinyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-ornithine' is structurally highly similar to 'N2-succinyl-[l]{.smallcaps}-citrulline' and would not be expected to be freely available. The user-settable similarity threshold parameter allows Tinker to disregard such paths. For a given threshold value, Tinker returns only those paths where any of the substrates (excluding substrates that are produced within the path) are less similar to the target compound than this threshold (see 'Materials and Methods' section).

Pathway prediction tools
------------------------

As summarized in [Table 2](#gkt234-T2){ref-type="table"}, Tinker outperforms existing tools that use the same approach of searching the known reactions for paths among user-defined compounds. Benchmarking Tinker (and similar tools listed in [Table 2](#gkt234-T2){ref-type="table"}) directly against tools using reaction rules (such as BNICE), however, is not possible. This is due to the fundamental differences between the two approaches used (see 'Introduction' section) and also due to the fact that currently none of the reaction rule--based tools are available as online search platforms. Despite these limitations, we have attempted a limited comparison between Tinker (and other search-based tools) and BNICE based on the most recent application of the latter ([@gkt234-B12]). Using Tinker (and also Rahnuma, MRSD and FMM), we have searched for paths between pyruvate and 3-Hydroxypropanoate (3HP) as done in ([@gkt234-B21]). Similar to the analysis in ([@gkt234-B21]), we have focused on pathways of six metabolites or shorter. Using a similarity threshold of 0.8 and intermediate compound number cut-off at 4, Tinker found 24 paths corresponding to 5457 unique paths. The top result (in terms of ranking) was one of the known paths (as shown in [Figure 1](#gkt234-F1){ref-type="fig"} of ([@gkt234-B21])\]; pyruvate acetyl-CoA malonyl-CoA 3-oxopropanoate 3HP (). One of the novel paths reported in [Figure 2](#gkt234-F2){ref-type="fig"} of ([@gkt234-B21]) was pyruvate oxaloacetate 3-oxopropanoate 3HP. Paths similar to this one, but using known reactions, were returned by Tinker. These were pyruvate 2-oxoglutaramate 2-oxoglutarate 3-oxopropanoate 3-hydroxypropionate () and pyruvate Glyoxylat 2-oxoglutarate 3-oxopropanoate 3-hydroxypropionate (). Finally, Tinker returned also a 3 metabolite path that used known reactions: pyruvate 3-oxopropanoate 3-hydroxypropionate (dG0 = −30.2). This compares with the novel shortest path reported in [Figure 2](#gkt234-F2){ref-type="fig"} of ([@gkt234-B21]), which involves a conversion through lactate (by two novel reactions not found in databases).

These examples demonstrate that while BNICE provides a promising avenue for pathway discovery, approaches like Tinker, which are able to exploit the entire URN, are still capable of finding similar and, in some cases, shorter pathways consisting of known reactions (which are potentially more feasible for design purposes). It is important to note that any comparison between Tinker and BNICE results would need to be evaluated carefully, as these two tools aim to achieve similar ends but with completely different approaches. While BNICE can find completely novel paths (unlike Tinker), as suggested above, it cannot (currently) match the coverage available to Tinker. Hence, just considering the number of paths found by the two approaches as a sign of performance would be wrong. In practice, the best approach might be to use the complementary strengths of both tools. Future work towards developing tools that can combine the strength of the two approaches would be highly beneficial and we would aim to undertake such research.

DISCUSSION
==========

In this study, we describe Metabolic Tinker, which is a user-friendly online tool that represents an effort towards developing a 'system design' tool for synthetic (re)design of metabolic pathways. The main novel features of Tinker are its search scope, which is the URN, and its integration of reaction thermodynamics and compound similarity into graph-based search algorithms. These features distinguish Tinker from existing tools, which do not incorporate compound similarity and thermodynamics and either specialize in searching natural paths defined in a specific species context \[such as those presented in ([@gkt234-B5],[@gkt234-B7])\] or attempt to search the URN by using only standard search algorithms \[e.g. ([@gkt234-B11])\].

Despite its novel features, Tinker does not provide a definite answer to all the challenges associated with *de novo* design of synthetic pathways. For example, the heuristic search in Tinker does not consider different reaction conditions such as pH and temperature when estimating thermodynamics and does not take into account substrate availability or toxicity. Rather, Tinker focuses on the search and prediction of compound-reaction pathways without reference to any specific organism or subcellular structure. The core aim is to provide a generalized simple tool to search the URN---encompassing all known reactions---for potentially useful pathways among two given compounds. The resulting pathways should be taken through more in-depth study and analysis before any experimental implementation might be attempted. Such implementations might involve creating the found reaction pathways *in vitro* or *in vivo* (i.e. by bringing together the indicated enzymes in a cell or in a test tube containing cell-free extract). In the latter case, subcellular structures might well provide issues hampering experimental implementation, but these would be part of a larger set of challenges inherent in any experimental design.

Overcoming these limitations would be difficult in a generally applicable tool like Tinker, but could be achieved within user-specified design problems. Metabolic Tinker is available both as an online resource and as open-source code, which will facilitate its utility and further development in such question-specific manner. A more interesting area of future development is the extension of heuristic search algorithms towards discovery of completely novel paths that are based on known enzymatic capabilities but not necessarily limited by the current known set of reactions. In particular, we can use tools like Tinker to explore the effects of adding novel enzymatic reactions into the URN and assess its effect on the design space for a given chemical conversion problem.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt234/-/DC1) are available at NAR Online: Supplementary Table 1.
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[^1]: These compounds have been excluded based on their connectivity and presence as well-known cofactors (such as dATP). Compounds with \>650 incoming or outgoing reactions are automatically added to this list. This is also the current list used on the online implementation of Tinker (i.e. the Tinker website). Users can modify this list in the Tinker source code, which can be downloaded from the website.

[^2]: For a given pair of target and source compounds of interest (see related references for natural pathways among these compounds), a search is performed with the given pathway length cut-off. The CHEBI and KEGG IDs are given in parentheses with each compound. The number of unique paths returned by each search program is given in the final row. Some or all known pathways are found in all cases where pathways are returned by each respective search algorithm. Metabolic Tinker results are those obtained from running the heuristic search algorithm with the online server's time constrains (see Heuristic search algorithm, MATERIALS AND METHODS) and using a similarity threshold of 0.8. MRSD, Rahnuma and FMM are run using their default settings and as made available on their corresponding websites. For all the search results that are summarized in this Table, please see [Supplementary Material](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/nar/gkt234/-/DC1).

[^3]: Arginine and Citrulline, which constitute part of the natural urea cycle, were used as source--target pair as a sample search case. Computing time is approximated as number of pathways found (not unique pathways, which would be considerably higher) in searches limited to 10 s run time and using different pathways lengths (results averaged over 10 runs). For all searches, the similarity threshold was set to 1.

[^4]: ^a^Runs that timed out.
